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1   Introduction 

In order for the computers to interact with the users more naturally the computer must 
understand and automatically infer what the user wants to say from what he actually says . 
Question Answering System (referred to as QAS  henceforth ) is basically a search program 
that strives to give best possible answers to the questions asked from it by the users from the 
database it has been provided. Probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA), also known as 
probabilistic latent semantic indexing (PLSI, especially in information retrieval circles) is a 
statistical technique for the analysis of two-mode and co-occurrence data. PLSA evolved 
from latent semantic analysis, adding a sounder probabilistic model. PLSA has applications 
in information retrieval and filtering, natural language processing, machine learning from 
text, and related areas. 

2 Usefullness

The basic principle behing the question answering system is that the users do not want to 
read the entire documents ,especially when they have a specific query. In this project we aim 
to acheive this by catering to the specific requests by the users and generating the most 
accurate answer possible to the query. Such question answering system is therefore also 
useful for the search engines. Though due to the multicontexual nature of english language 
this task becomes difficult but still the PLSA algorithm aims to capture the intended 
meaning from the queries and match it to the  latent topics of the documents . 

3   PLSA (Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis) 

Given a document S, a term set W and a topic set Z , the conditional probabilty of sentence-
term P(s,w) can be described as follows : 

where P(w|z) is the conditional probability of words in lantent semantic topics , P(z|s) is the 
conditional probability of topics in the documents. This is in accordance with the EM 
algorithm and exports the optimal P(Z) , P(W|Z) and P(Z|S) . The query built from the 
question is mapped into the topic space to compute by using the EM algorithm , keeping 
P(w|z) invariable. After that , the conditional probability is P(w|q) and P(w|s) are computed 
in the retrieved document according to the formulae : 



For detailed understanding refer : A Lecture on PLSA 

4  Proposed Approach 
 
We plan to use first of all parse the user query in order to extract useful words and extract 
the useful words from them. Then a Wikipedia search is done using the extracted words 
from the user query. Then from the numerous documents generated we will take first , say N 
documents (N not decided yet ) and apply PLSA on them . After applying PLSA  answer 
ranking algorithm is applied on the output generated by PLSA . This will finally give the 
best n ( n according to the user requirement ) sentences that are relevant to the question 
asked by the user as the output. We plan to carry out the coding in JAVA and at present plan 
to use the existing Natural Language processing Toolkit 
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